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ABSTRACT 
We consider a m&variate normal distribution with a covariance structure. A set 
af observations i assumed to be a random sample with missing data from this 
distribution. We derive the information matrix of this set of dazd. The result derived in 
this note is for the general case of missing data with the diskibution having any 
covariance structure. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Covririance structures are encountered in most multivariate models, espe- 
cially in the models that appear in social sciences. It is not uncommon to find 
some missing data in a sample of data collected. For detailed discussion of 
missing data cases and analysis of such data sets we refer the reader to Little 
and Rubiu [3] and the references thereof. It is well known that for most types 
of missing data cases the maximum likelihood estimators of t.e parameters do 
not exist in closed form. Numerical methods are available to obtain the 
estimators. The E.M. algorithm (Dempster et al. [l]) provides a powerful 
tool to handle these cases, The information matrix provides the precision of 
the calculated estimators. However, the E.M. algorithm does not provide the 
estimated information matrix directly. Louis [4] gave a method of finding the 
estimated information matrix when using the E.M. algorithm in the general 
case. 
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The result derived in this note provides a simple method of obtaining the 
estimated information matrix in the missing data situation when sampling 
from a multivariate distribution with a covariance structure. Matrix derivative 
methods are used to derive the information matrix. For more details about 
matrix derivatives the reader is referred to Magnus and Neudecker [5]. 
Definitions and preliminary results are given in Section 2, and the 
information matrix is derived in Section 3. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
The commutation matrix (Magnus and Neudecker [7]) K,, is a permuta- 
tion matrix such that for any m x n matrix A, 
K,,vecA=vec(A’), (1) 
where A’ is the transpose of A. 
Let A and B be m X n and p X q matrices. Then 
K,,( AeB) = (B@A)K,, 
(see Magnus and Neudecker [5]). In particular, if A is p x p, then 
K,,( A@A) = (ABA&,. (2) 
Since for any p X p symmetric matrix K,,vec A = vet A, we have 
__ dvecA 8 vet A , . 
K w (yet = set ’ (3) 
where vet A is assumed to be a differentiable function of 9, a q X 1 vector, 
aud a vet A/80’ is a p2 x q matrix. 
LEMMA 1 (Magnus and Neudecker [7, Theorem 4.3(iv)]). Let x be a 
random vector with a p-variate normal distribution with mean p and couari- 
ante matrix Z, and h = (x - p)@(x - IL). Then Var(h) = (I + K,,)(ZCCJZ). 
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We assume that the underlying distribution has a covariance structure. 
Let 0 be the vector of distinct parameters in Z. The following conditions are 
also imposed: 
(i) vet X is a differentiable function of 9. 
(ii) The elements of the matrix d vet Z/L@’ can be expressed in terms of 
the elements of Z. 
Note that the condition (i) is sufficient for the derivation of the information 
matrix. Condition (ii) is required to obtain the observed information matrix. 
Given a sample of observations with missing data on a random vector x of 
order p x 1, we can divide them into a finite number of groups uch that the 
missing i;omponents of each observation in a group are the same. Also, for 
any group we can obtain a matrix L such that this group is a random sample 
from the distribution Lx. Let there be m such groups, and L, L,,..., L, be 
the associated matrices. For a given sample with missing data, the matrices 
L,, L,,..., L,,, are known. 
3. THE INFORMATION MATRIX 
First we consider the case m = 2. The general case is easily obtained from 
this result. We assume that there are n, observations in group 1 and n2 
observations in group 2. 
Let L,x,, L,x, ,..., Llx,,, L2x,,+I ,..., L2x, be the observations in these 
two groups, where n2= n - nl. Note that L,xi - .;V(Llp, LJL;), i = 
1,2,..., n,, and Lzxi -iV(L,p,LZL’,), i=n,+l,...,n. 
The loglikelihood function of these observations can be written as 
- f tr[ H,L;( &XL;) -lL,] - i tr[ H,L’,( LJL’,) -lL,], 
where c is a constant and 
H,= g (x~-~)(x~-F)’ and Hz= k (Xi-P)(xi-PII)‘. 
i=l i-n,+1 
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The derivatives of X with respect to p and 8 are given by 
ax = -- 
a(vecZ)' 
"2' [vec( L,ZL;) -‘I’ - $ [vec(L,ZLk) -‘I’ 
+ f(vec H,)‘[ L;( LJL;) -1L,] 09 [ L;( IL,%;) 
+ $(vec H,)‘[ Lk( L,S:L’,) -IL,] 63 [L’,( L,ZL’,) -lL,] 
Let 
a = $ [ L;( LJL;) -lL,] C3 [L;( LJL;) -lL,] vet H,, 
b = i i i;( L,ZiL~) -‘i,] 3 [ L;( L,ZLi) -lL,] i”ec Z-l,. 
Since E( H,) = n ,Z and .lE( H,) = n,Z, we have 
aX 
d(vec Z)’ 
= [a - E(a) +b - E(b)]‘. 
Note that a and b are independent. 
Now it is easy to see that 
E[( +$4=n,L;(L,2L;)1L,+n2~;(~2z~;)1~2. 
Since all third order central moments of a normal distribution vanish, we 
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Now 
Using Lemma 1, (2), and (3) we can show that 
Cov(a) =~(z+K,,)oL;(L,~~;)-l~,]*[L;(L,ZL;)-’L,]) (4) 
and 
Cov(b) =~(z+K,,)I[L’,(L,BL;)-lL,]g[L;(LnZL’2)-LL2]). (5) 
If G = 8 vet Z/X)‘, then by (3) we have 
(Z + K,,)G = 2G. (6) 
Let 
4 4 
I= 1’ 
[ 1 2 13 
be the required information matrix. Then I, = nlL’,(L,ZL;)-lLl + 
n,Z&(i,ZZ&)-‘L,, Z, = 0, and 
14 
Now (4), (5), and (6) give us 
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13 =~C'[L;(LIPL;)-lLl]@[L;(LIPL'I)-lLl]G 
+%G'[L&(L,BLk)-'L,]O[Li(L,ELk)-LL,]G. 
Hence 
I=n, I L;( L,zL;) - lL, 0 $‘[L;(L,ZL;) -‘L,;@ [L’,(L,ZL’,) -'L ]G 1 
0 
+ 1 '"'[L~(L2~L~)-1L2]~~L~(L2ZL',)-1L2]G l 
Now we consider the general case with m groups. The independence of 
the observations in these groups gives us 
III L;( L,XLi) - Iii 0 
I= Cni 
+G’[L;(L,ZL;) - ‘La 8 [L&X;) -lLd G I ’ i=l 0 
where ni is the number of observations in the ith group, i = 1,2,. . . , m. 
For a given sample with missing data, the matrices L,, L,, . . . , L, are 
known. If the elements of G could be expressed in terms of the elements of 
Z, then we can obtain the estimated information matrix by substituting the 
estimated IX into the final expression for the information matrix for any 
arbitrary pattern of missing data. 
The author wishes to thank an anonymous refiee for his usefil com- 
ments. Also he is very thankful to Profasor H. Neudecker j& comments on 
his previous paper 121. In part&&r, Professor Neudecker pointed out that the 
referent [6] should have been included in [23. 
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